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Stéphane
COLETTA

Mr. Eric COTTIER
Attorney General VD
Avenue de Longemalle 1
CH-1020 Renens

cc:
1. Simonetta SOMMARUGA, Head of the Swiss Federal Department of Justice and Police
2. Béatrice MÉTRAUX, State Councillor VD, Institutions and Security
3. Daniel KIPFER FASCIATI, President of the Penal Federal Court
4. Michael LAUBER, Attorney General of the Confederation
5. GOOGLE SWITZERLAND GmbH, Brandschenkestrasse 110, 8002 Zürich
6. SWISSCOM (SCHWEIZ) AG, attn. M. Mario ROSSI, Alte Tiefenaustrasse 6, 3050 Berne
7. GREEN.CH AG, attn. M. Franz GRÜTER, Badstrasse 50, 5200 Brugg
8.
9.
10.
11.

SUNRISE COMMUNICATIONS AG, attn. M. Dominik KÖCHLIN, Binzmühlestr. 130, 8050 Zürich
UPC CABLECOM GmbH, attn. M. Eric J. TVETER, Zollstrasse 42, 8005 Zürich
CITYCABLE, attn. Mr Jean-Yves PIDOUX, Place Chaudron 23, CP 7416, 1002 Lausanne

To Whom It May Concern

Denunciation of the «Prosecutor» VD Stéphane COLETTA,
for violation of article 49 of the Telecommunications Law
and abuse of authority
Mr Attorney General,
Switzerland is censoring Internet the same way as China, by falsifying the DNS.
But in contrast to the Chinese, the brave Swiss citizens ignore to be censored. Until
now, your workshop did exercise censorship by secret procedures. Since October
5, 2016 your minion COLETTA does it by order to the concerned parties. See copy
of his order PE13.012968-STK of October 5, 2016 enclosed). He did order among
others «the confiscation» of the Web Site www.worldcorruption.info where I am
publishing regularly judiciary corruption affairs of this beautiful canton of Vaud
(see letter head). Example:
In Switzerland, there is no censorhip. But it works there very well. Kurt Tucholsky
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I am thus directly concerned by this illegal censorship, and legitimated to
constitute myself as a civil party.
Any restriction of a fundamental right, as is the freedom of expression, has to be
motivated by a legal basis. Heavy restrictions have to be foreseen by Law. Hence,
no regular court has ordered the censoring of the «confiscated» Internet Site. In
addition, the political discussion may not be suffocated and our denunciations of
the Judiciary dysfunctioning is without any doubt a political plea, in the public
interest. This means that said censorship is anti-constitutional. To be stopped
immediately.
Until now, only Swisscom/bluewin rushed to censor said Internet Page, since
Saturday, October 8, 2016, although the Colettian Ukaz is far from having become
enforceable. For that reason, my denunciation for violation of article 49 of the
Telecommunications Law is extended as well against Mr. Mario ROSSI of
Swisscom. However, if Swisscom shall diligently cease to violate the law and to
cheat the Swiss population, I am disposed to with act this denunciation in their
regard.
Obviously your foal COLETTA wants to gain your favour. Not only are your
secondos dreaming to get compensated by future promotions. Alas, the Chess
player COLETTA seems to have engaged himself on a dangerous path, wanting to
suffocate corruption scandals which are abounding in this canton, by censoring
www.worldcorruption.info with your blessing. He is strongly risking to end his
career in jail. Yourself, you are too silly, fort that one could punish you – being the
champion in the Guinness’ Book of Records of condemnations without any
evidences and confessions (François LÉGERET, Laurent SÉGALAT).
Herewith I reiterate my challenge of all Vaudois Magistrates (see enclosed copy of
my letter of October 5, 2016).
In conclusion, I request this denunciation to be investigated by personalities having
the necessary moral and intellectual qualifications. I ask to be heard verbally.

Gerhard Ulrich
Enclosures:
1. Order PE13.012988-STL of October 5, 2016
2. My complaint/challenge of October 5, 2016 addressed formally to you
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